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Intermediate Reader
“Zathura: A Space Adventure”
By Chris Van Allsburg
J ER VAN
Two quarreling brothers pick up a board game that
sends them hurtling into space. They must work
together to get through the intergalactic challenges.

“Galaxy Zack”
By Ray O’Ryan
J MR ORY (Series)
Before Zack moves from Earth to the planet Nebulon,
he is concerned about making friends. But despite
Nebulon being different, he finds a friend right away.

“Archie Takes Flight”
By Wendy Mass & Michael Brawer
J MR MAS Bk. 1
While Archie is excited for Take Your Kid to Work Day,
he had no idea it would mean riding along in a space
taxi! His dad shuttles aliens across the galaxy all night
long and Archie helps save the universe.

“Pablo and Jane and the
Hot Air Contraption”
By José Domingo
J GRAPHIC DOM
Pablo and Jane get zapped into the Monster
Dimension and have to make their way home in a
broken Hot Air Time Machine.

“Aliens for Dinner”
By Stephanie Spinner
J MR SPI
When Richard discovers an alien in his Chinese food,
he learns that aliens are trying to turn Earth into a
Toxic Waste Theme Park. Can he help stop them?

“Binky the Space Cat”
By Ashley Spires
J GRAPHIC SPI
Binky thinks he’s a space cat who has never left the
space station. But when he’s ready to blast off with
Ted, his stuffed mousie, he forgot something!

“I Left My Sneaker in Dimension X”
By Bruce Coville
J FIC COV
Rod and his cousin, Elspeth, are kidnapped to
Dimension X by a monster. The cousins don’t get
along, and Rod wasn’t looking forward to her visit, but
now they’re going to have to work together.

“It’s Fun to Draw Robots and Aliens”
By Mark Bergin
J 743.87 BER
Have you ever wondered how to draw crazy robots
and aliens? This book will teach you how! With stepby-step instructions, you’ll be a pro in no time.
Illustrations are there to guide you.

“My Teacher is an Alien”
By Bruce Coville
J FIC COV
Susan thought that the new substitute was weird, but
then she sees him peeling his face off and understands
that he must be an alien.

“The Outer Space Joke Book”
By Sean Connolly
J 818.602 CON
Outer space is hilarious! Super silly illustrations
accompany the plethora of jokes about aliens,
planets, and asteroids.
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